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Unlike the Air Force, the Navy has not exercised
control and accountability over millions of gallons of
petroleum. Findings/Conclusions: Petroleum safeguards were so
poor and accountability practices so suspect at two Navy
facilities that wholesale thefts had occurred. The Navy had not
developed control procedures at the installation and unit level.
At some activities visited, management guidelines were almost
nonexistent, and at others, procedures were fragmented and
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management. Recommendations: The Secretary of Defense should
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services. (DJAJ)
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

LOG IIST C AND COMMUNICATIONS
DIVI8ION

B--163928

The Honorable
The Secretary of Defense

Dear Mr. Secretary:

A continuing need exists for your Department to establish
uniform petroleum management guidelines for application at the
installation and unit levels of the military services.

We previously reported to you (LCD-75-218, May 20, 1975)
that most audited Army petroleum dispensing activities did
not exercise proper control over, and accountability for,
ground vehicl,: fuels. Similar conditions were found at most
Navv acLivities recently audited. The poor petroleum manage-
ment conditions noted were due in large part to procedural
weaknesses. In contrast, the Air Force has issued detailed
guidance which, when properly implemented, provides sound
control over, and accounting for, ground vehicle fuels.

This report c,)ntains recommendations to you on pages 14
to 16. As you knod, section 236 of the Legislative Re-
organization Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal
agency to submit a written statement on actions taken on
our recommendations to the House Committee on Government
Operations and the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
not later than 60 days after the date of the report, and to
the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations with the
agency's first request for appropriations made mor_ than
60 days after the date of the report.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs; the House Committee on Government
Operations; the Senate and House Committees on Appropria-
tions and Armed Services; and the Secretaries of the Navy
and the Air Force.

Sincerely yours,

F. J. Shafer
Director



GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE CONTINUING NEED TO ESTAB-
REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE LISH UNIFORM GUIDELINES FOR

CONTROLLING AND ACCOUNTING
FOR GROUND VEHICLE FUELS
Department of Defense

DIGEST

A continuing need exists for establishing
and implementing uniform and effective mili-
tary petroleum management guidelii,es. The
Navy did not exercise effective control and
accountability over millions of gallons of
ground vehicle fuel at 11 of the 14 Navy
activitsq audited.

Petroleum safeguards were so poor and account-
ability practices so suspect at two Navy ac-
tivities that the Naval Investigative Service
was prompted to conduct a detailed investiga-
tion. While its work was not complete at the
end of GAO's review, illegal diversion of
ground vehicle fuel in bulk quantities was
discovered and one arrest had been made;
other arrests were pending.

The poor petroleum management practices at
most Navy activities existed because the
Navy has not developed effective procedures
for controlling and accounting for ground
vehicle fuel at the installation and unit
level. At some activities visited, petro-
leum management guidelines were almost non-
existent. At others, procedures were frag-
mented -nd incomplete.

In contrast to the poor petroleum management
noted at most of the audited Navy activities,
the Air Force had published uniform comnre-
hensive procedures for petroleum management
which, when properly implemented, provided for
sound control over and accounting for ground
vehicle fuel. Although these procedures were
followed at the Air Force installations fuel-
dispensing activities audited, they frequently
were not followed by units at these installa-
tions.
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In a prior report to the Secretary of De£ense,
GAO pointed out that most audited Army
petroleum-dispensing activities did not exer-
cise effective control over and accountability
for ground vehicle fuels, due partly to pro-
cedural weaknesses.

GAO recommended that the L.fense Department
study the feasibility of establishing and
implementing a uniform petroleum management
system patterned after the Air Force system.
According to Defense, such a study was not
warranted because, even though petr..eum
management procedures were unique Ag, each
service, all were designed to provide ior
adequate petroleum manacement.

Serious procedural weaknesses in the Navy's
ground vehicle fuel management, combined with
GAO's earlier findings concerning shortcomings
in the Army, corroborate the need for estab-
lishing and implementing uniform Defense
guidelines for effective petroleum management.

We therefore recommend that the Secretary of
Defense establish and implement uniform pro-
cedures for controlling and accounting for
ground vehicle fuel at the installation and
unit level of the military services. (See
pp. 14 to 16.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In fiscal year 1976, Air Force and Navy activities used
about 120 million gallons of fuel for ground vehicles and
other equipment. We visited 27 Air Force and Navy installa-
tions and tenant organizations having bulk storage facili-
ties which issued a total of 12.9 million gallons of ground
vehicle fuel during a recent 1-year period. (See app. I.)

Normally a single bulk storage and issue activity re-
ceives fuel from commercial sources or the Defense Fuel
Supply Center (DFSC). In addition to these main installa-
tion fuel activities, many tenant organizations maintain
their own bulk storage and mobile refueling activities.
These organizations normally receive their petroleum from
tank trucks operated by the installation fuels office. Or,
they ray receive it from commercial tank trucks under con-
tract with the installation fuels office. As much as
one-third of the fuel received by the base fuels activity
is issued in bulk quantities to tenant organizations for
storage and reissue.

AIR FORCE PETROLEUM
MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

The Air Force has issued detailed procedures for fuel
management at both the installation and unit level (Air Force
Manual 67-1 and Air Force Regulation 144-1). These procedures
provide for separation of duties and responsibilities between
those who maintain physical control over inventories and those
who maintain accountable records. When followed, they provide
an adequate system for control and accountability with an
established audit trail permitting early detection of losses
or theft.

For Air Force base fuel managers, procedures require a
daily physical inventory of all active storage locations.
Receipts and issues are posted to fuel worksheets daily, and
a gain or loss is computed. All fuels transaction documenta-
tion requires review for completeness and accuracy. The
daily gain or loss computation allows immediate detection
of any unusual less.

A reconciliation of the book balance with the physical
quantity on hand is made at the end of the month. Special
forms are used for gain/loss determinations, and any loss
exceeding one half of 1 percent of beginning inventory plus



issues requires an investigation of the entire loss.
Supporting documentation must be retained for 2 years.

Each Air Force vehicle or equipAent item has its own
credit card which must be used to obtain fuel. -All issues
are recorded on a standard form designed specifically to
record petroleum transactions. Issues are verified sepa-
rately by the issuing activity, such as each active service
station or bulk storage location. Issue quantities are veri-
fied by comparing issue documents, meter reasings, and physi-
cal inventories. This permits daily identification of losses
Dy storage locatioi-.

Trained fuel custodians are required to observe the
delivery process. Before and after delivery, storage tank
inventories are taken to verify that the quantity billed
agrees with the quantity received. Controls are used to
prevent undetected exit from and reentry onto the base to
prevent fuel diversion. Delivery vehicles are inspected
before fuel delivery begins to detect tampering and to in-
sure that the truck is fully loaded. The truck is also
inspected after delivery to verify that all fuel has been
delivered.

Storage tanks are to be pressure-tested for leaks s ati-
annually. Measuring and dispensing equipment is to be
tested periodically and documentation of these actions is
maintained.

Air Fgrce procedures state that additional controls
will be instituted on refueling tank trucks. A special form
is used to record dispensing meter readings, petroleum issues
between refueling, and quantities required to refill the
truck. These figures are used to verify the quantity issued
and to insure that total issues are within 2 percent of the
quantity required to refill the truck.

NAVY PETROLEUM
MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Navy guidance is fragmented in several regulations (Navy
Supply Manual Volume II, chs. 4 and 5; Navy Facilities En-
gineering Command Manual P-300; and Navy Comptroller Marual
Volume 3, ch. 7) and control over the day-to-day fuel opera-
tions is based upon the initiative of local fuel managers.
We did not find procedural guidance for user organizations.

Navy procedures require that a physical inventory be
taken monthly and observed by someone independent of the
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fuels operations. At the end of the month, receipts andissues are to be reconciled and compared with physical in-ventories. Losses exceeding one half of 1 percent of begin-ning inventory plus receipts require an investigation.

Navy procedures do not address the need for trainedfuel custodians nor the method that should be used to verifyfuel receipts. These controls, if used at allc must be de-vised by the local fuel managers. Navy procedures also donot emphasize the need to limit entrance to and exit fromthe installation by fuel transport vehicles. Controls overrefueling tank trucks are not specified.

Navy procedures do not require credit cards for fuelissues, nor do they provide for standard forms to documentpetroleum transactions. Nor is identification of dailylosses by dispensing activity required. Navy FacilityEngineering Command Manual P-300 discusses the advantages ofa credit card system and illustrates the forms that may bedesigned to record issies; however, these are optional.

PRIOR GAO REPORT

In 1975, we reported that deficiencies existed in con--trolling and accounting for groind fuelst in the Army. 1/Significant discrepancies at three of four major instaIla-tions reviewed prompted us to recommend that the Secretaryof Defense study the feasibility of establishing a uniformDefense-wide system for ground petroleum management at theinstallation level. The Secretary responded that, althoughnot uniform, the services had satisfactory control systemsand that discrepancies resulted from noncompliance, notprocedural deficiencies.

/'Improvements Needed in Controls and Accounting for GroundVehicle Petroleum" (LCD-75-218, May 20, 1975).
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CHAPTER 2

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED AT

NAVAL INSTALLATION LEVEL

Three of five Navy installations visited did not 
exercise

proper control and accountability over an estimated 
4.9 mil-

lion gallons of ground vehicle fuel issued during a 
recent

1-year period. Fuel issues of 714,000 gallons were not prop-

erly supported and a 113,000-gallon shortage had not 
been

either detected or investigated. (See app. II.) Problems

encountered regarding fuel management ranged from 
inadequate

surveys of losses identified to a complete lack of 
control

resulting in undetected theft.

Our tests at two Navy installations revealed no exces-

sive losses or gains of ground vehicle fuel. These activi-

ties had established and implemented local petroleum 
manage-

ment procedures which provided effective control over 
and

accounting for ground vehicle fuels. The physical and ac-

counting controls in effect at one of these activities--

Naval Air Station (NAS) Alameda--were similar to Air Force

procedures because they provided for daily physical 
inven-

tories and accountability for fuel by each storage 
and dis-

pensing activity.

Unsupported issues and inventory shortages occurred 
at

three of these activities because petroleum management 
prac-

tices did not include adequate:

--Separation of functions between personnel responsible

for physical custody and controls and personnel re-

sponsible for document verification, recording, and

accounting controls.

--Trainiwlg of fuel custodians to carry out their 
re-

spcnsibilities.

-- Control over entrance to and exit from installations
by petroleum tank trucks.

-- Verification and accountability for receipts, issues,

inventories, and gains or losses by each storage and

dispensing activity.

-- Audit trails to provide for periodic examination and

verification of the records.
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-- Reporting to management so that prompt action could
correct errors.

-- Calibration testing of the accuracy of fuel-measuring
devices and dispensing meters.

Some of our findings are shown below.

PUBLIC WORKS CENTER,
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

The Norfolk Public Works Center had an estimated 703,000
gallons of unsupported ground vehicle fuel issues during fis-
cal year 1976. This amount represents 30.6 percent of the
2.3 million gallons of recorded issues during that period.
In addition, theft of An undeterminable amount of fuel was
discovered by the Naval Investigative Service during an in-
vestigation prompted by our audit.

Little confidence could be placed in the quantity of
fuel being reported as issued by the Norfolk Public Works
Center. Bogus issuo quantities were often recorded to arbi-
trarily reduce the recorded quantity of fuel that the activity
was accountable for. Poor recordkeeping practices left no
audit trail of transactions for a specific day. Further, the
fuel manager had not instituted adequate controls to periodi-
cally test dispensing equipment accuracy.

Recorded issues used to reduce the quantity on hand
should have been based on the service station and mobile re-
fueling truck meter readings, but this was not the actual
practice. We reviewed a selection of public works center
(PWC) issue documents for a 6-month period ended June 30,
1976, and found 678 recorded issues for 351,495 gallons
were unreliable because quantities were altered, estimated,
and duplicated.

The quantities on these bogus documents represent30.6 percent of all ground vehicle fuel issued during this
period. For example, our tests indicated that issues were
being estimated based on the amount of fuel recorded as
received rather than on individual issue documents. Fuel
personnel admitted this occ;irred in 455 instances totaling
233,019 gallons. Also, 163 inatances of altered and dupli-
cated issues totaling 30,270 gallons had occurred. Addition-
ally, there were 60 instances totaling 88,206 gallons, in
which issues were fictitiously developed to arbitrarily reduce
the unhand quantities recorded in the stock records because
these quantities exceeded the activity's fuel storage capacity.
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our opinion, bogus issue documents were prepared by the
PWC to give the appearance that fuels operations were normal
when, in fact, they were not.

PWC officials responsible for managing and controlling
ground fuels were not aware of existing guidelines pertain-
ing to receipt, storage, and issue, :!or were they aware of
methods and procedures for taking physical inventories.

The PWC hao not established a system of independent veri-
fication of ground fuel and related transactions. Instead,
responsibility for physical control of petroleum as well as
for handling documentation of receipts and issues was cen-
tralized in a single activity.

The PWC had not conducted a physical inventory for
2 years. Furthermore, the PWC fuel manager could not take
an accurate physical inventory--even when requested to do so
during our audit. He did not have:

-- A measuring device with legible markings so that the
volume of fuel contained in storage tanks could be
determined.

--Gaging charts to convert the measured quantity of
fuel (recorded in feet and inches) to the number of
gallons on hand.

-- A standard thermometer to make volume adjustments due
to temperature fluctuations.

We tried to reconcile inventories but found records so in-
adequate that a meaningful analysis could not be made.

Consequently, the PWC could not accurately report onhand
quantities of ground vehicle petroleum. As of January 2,
1976, the records showed that 86,500 gallons were stored in
the service station's tank; however, the maximum storage
capacity was only 10,000 gallons. Again on June 9, 1976,
the PWC reported that 68,000 gallons were onhand in the
10,000-gallon tank.-

The Norfolk PWC had neither trained its personnel in
supervising fuel deliveries nor designated specific individ-
uals to be responsible for assuring that petroleum receipts
were appropriately handled. Petroleum delivery vehicles were
not inspected upon arrival or after delivery. Meters measur-

ing quantities dispensed were not used. Physical inventories
of storage tanks were not taken before and after delivery.
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Quantities on delivery tickets were not verified. Duringour observations of fuel deliveries, a truck driver filledout the receipt record and then a PWC employee who had notwitnessed the delivery signed for the quantity on the receiptdocument.

Receipt records and payments for petroleum were basedsolely on the amount billed by the activity issuing fuel tothe PWC. Records were not sufficiently complete or accurateto identify any receipt shortage or overbilling if theyoccurred.

Totalizer meters on the service station pumps had notbeen calibrated since February 1973. We tested the accuracyof 12 meters (13 percent of the 91 in use from April 29 toJuly 28, 1976) and found only 4 to be accurate. The othereight meters were understating actual issues by 10 to
30 percent.

The Norfolk PWC did not record truck refueling meterreadings before and after the trucks were filled. Issuedocuments were not compared with truck meter readings toverify that all issues were properly documented. Further,no controls existed to verify that the quantity required toreplenish the refueling truck was equal to prior issues.
Because of shortcom ngs we observed at the Norfolk PWC,the Naval Investigative Service was requested to make an in-quiry. The Investigative Service found that PWC truck

drivers were leaving the base, unloading diesel fuel on per-sonal property, and then returning to the base. While theinvestigation was continuing at least one arrest was madeand several others were anticipated. However, the size ofthe loss and frequency of occurrence probably will not bedetermined because of inadequate recordkeeping practices.

PUBLIC WORKS CENTER
SUBIC BAY, PHILIPPINES

The Subic Bay PWC had shortages and unsupported issuestotaling 80,000 gallons of ground vehicle petroleum over an8-month period ended July 1976. Physical controls were in-adequate and reliable records were not available to supportte- fact that the 1.1 million gallons of fuel issued in 1975by the PWC's fleet of mobile refueling trucks were accuratelyreported.

We reconstructed the records, beginning with the PWC'sNovember 1975 recorded physical inventory, and compared the
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recorded balance to the physical inventory of July 6, 1976.
This revealed a 69,000-gallon shortage., Further, our review
of selected issue documents for the same period revealed that
documentation supporting issues totaling 11,300 gallons could
not be located.

According to the PWC's records only two physical inven-
tories were taken from November 1975 to April 1976. However,
these were not actual physical inventories, but were visual
estimates by PWC personnel. Before our visit, the PWC recon-
ciled the estimated inventory to the recorded one and found
a 39,000-gallon fuel shortage as of April 30, 1976. This
exceeded the allowable handling loss by 37,000 gallons. How-
ever, it was not the PWC's practice to calculate and compare
the allowable handling loss with the actual. Consequently,
no action was taken to survey the shortage. Our review of
available records for the same period revealed an additional
10,000-gallon shortage.

We made a later reconciliation for the period June 1
through July 6, 1976; a 20,000-gallon shortage was dis-
covered. The Naval Investigative Service was asked to make
an inquiry into the unaccounted-for fuel. The results of
that inquiry were not complete at the conclusion of our
fieldwork.

From November 1975 through July 6, 1976, substantial
losses and unsupported issues had occurred, but causes had
not been identified because effective procedures to account
for refueling truck issues were not used. The PWC normally
did not

--record meter readings before refueling the trucks,

-- inspect trucks immediately after refueling to assure
they were full,

-- total issue tickets to compare with meter readings,
or

--insure that the quantity required to replenish each
truck is justified by prior issues.

Without these controls, discrepancies between the total quan-
tity reported on the issue tickets, the meter readings, and
the amount of fuel required to replenish the trucks cannot
be resolved.
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The PWC did not periodically verify the accuracy of
dispensing meters on mobile refueling trucks. Before our
visit, the most recent calibration for some vehicles was
March 1975 and, when tested at our request, the meters on
all vehicles were inaccurate by 10 to 30 percent. PWC offi-
cials believed that the inaccurate dispensing equipment was
responsible for some of the 69,000-gallon fuel shortage.
However, this could not be verified since data was not avail-
able to determine how long the problem had existed. After
testing and recalibration, one truck was deactivated because
of dispensing meter inaccuracies ani the total rumber of
trucks was reduced from 12 to 4 to afford greater control.

For November 1975 through April 1976, the PWC could pro-
duce support for only 219,000 of the 231,000 gallons recorded
as issued by moLile refueling units, leaving 12,000 gallons
unsupported.

SUPPLY DEPOT
SUBICBAY, PHILIPPINES

The Subic Bay Naval Supply Depot had experienced a
44,000-gallon shortage of ground vehicle petroleum. Re-
ported issues for calendar year 1975 were 1.5 million gal-
lonc. Physical controls were not adequate and records were
not available to support issues and receipts by the three
service stations and the two mobile refueling units.

We reconstructed the records beginning with the NSD's
book balance of February 1, 1975, and ending with our
July 12, 1976, physical inventory. A 44,000-gallon shortage
had occurred and was confirmed by Naval Supply Depot (NSD)
officials.

NSD had not conducted monthly physical inventories, nor
was it aware of a requirement to do so. This activity was
operating under a prior requirement for taking quarterly
inventories which had been changed to monthly as of September
1975. Even when reconciliations were conductel, they were fre-
quently incorrect because physical inventory figures were
often based on visual estimates. A physical inventory of one
storage facility had not been made since May 1974. At that
time the gaging charts were discovered to be inaccurate.
However, efforts to obtain accurate gaging charts were not
initiated until our visit. In one instance the opening inven-
tory for a service station was recorded as minus 470 gallons.

NSD officials were unable to explain the discrepancies
noted during our audit. They expressed doubt about the
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accuracy of the gaging charts, including the one prepared
recently for the service station that previously haC not
been taking physical inventories.

Additionally, the NSD did not have a program to periodi-
cally test dispensing equipment accuracy, and records could
not be located concerning testing before April 1976. Because
pilferage was suspected ct that time, service station pumps
were calibrated. Inaccuracies in four of the five pumps ex-
ceeded allowable limits. Also, the primary gasoline delivery
truck's meter, which was tested at our request, overstated
issues by 10 percent.

Before our audit, the NSD did not (1) inspect delivery
tank trucks, (2) use dispensing meter readings, or (3) take
before and after delivery physical inventories to verify quan-
tities received. We reviewed records of deliveries between
July 25 and August 9, 1976, and found delivery truck meter
readings and gaging of storage tanks did not agree for 13
deliveries. These differences generally exceeded 100 gallons.

Physical inventories of storage tanks which were ini-
tiated during our review showed actual receipts for seven
deliveries to range from 5,124 to 5,535 gallons, even though
the deliveries supposedly were for a full truck load of
5,500 gallons. In one instance the truck's dispensing meter
and physical inventory before and after delivery differed by
422 gallons. In most cases, neither the delivery truck's
dispensing meters nor our physical inventories at the storage
tanks agreed with the amount billed to the NSD. Furthermore,
the NSD had made no attempt to reconcile these differences.
Receipts posted to the accountable record were based on the
billings.

During our examination, the NSD experienced numerous
instances in which meter readings and )hysical inventory
quantities subtracted from the beginnilg inventory plus
recorded receipts did not correspond with recorded issues.
At two service stations, the difference between the ending
physical inventory and the beginning physical inventory plus
receipts exceeded reported issues by 1,160 gallons during
June 1976. In fact, daily Zuel reports showed that the serv-
ice station meter readings rarely agreed with reported issues.
For example, the day after dispensing pump meters were cali-
brated, recorded issues were 54 gallons short of actual issues
calculated from the service station meter readings.

Records for each service station and for each mobile re-
fueling truck were not maintained individually. When physical
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inventories were taken, the combined total had to be
reconciled to one recorded inventory balance. Consequently,
gains and losses could lot be identified to each service
station or refueling truck. Therefore, losses through
leaking storage tanks, defective dispensing equipment, or
pilferage could not be traced to the storage and dispensing
activity experiencing the problem. Also, periodic inspec-
tions and pressure tests of the storage tanks for leaks were
not being conducted.

Separation of duties and responsibilities at the NSD
was inadequate. For example, the NSD Storage Division was
responsible for physical inventories, receipts, and issue
documentation. This procedure allows the division to have
complete control over physical assets and all petroleum
transaction reporting. This concentration of control
offered potential for diversion of fuel products while it
also provided the means to conceal diversions.

The NSD Quality Assurance Division, responsible for
confirming the accuracy of physical inventories and for
reconciling these with accountable records, played a minor
role in the actual independent verification process. Spe-
cifically, this division's responsibility was limited to
receiving lifter-the-fact" documentation specifically pre-
pared by the Storage Division for the Quality Assurance
Division's review procedure.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED AT THE

AIR FORCE AND NAVY UNIT LEVEL

At 17 of the 18 unit organizations tenanted on Air Force
and Navy installations, estimated annual issues of 520,000
gallons of ground vehicle fuel could not be properly ac-
counted for because of incomplete and inaccurate records.
(See app. II.) Additionally, the ground vehicle fuel handled
by these units was highly susceptible to pilferage because of
a general lack of physical inventory controls 3nd security
safeguards.

At the nine Air Force units audited, poor petroleum
management conditions were due to failure to comply with
established uniform procedures. At eight of the nine Navy
units audited, these conditions were due to lack of petroleum
management guidelines. One of the units, tenanted at NAS
Corpus Christi, which annually issued about 4,000 gallons of
ground vehicle fuel, exercised good control over and account-
ing for fuel through locally established procedures.

KELLY AIR FORCE BASE

Bulk transfers of ground vehicle fuel to nine unit
organizations accounted for 433,000 gallons, or about 33 per-
cent of the total volume of such fuel issued at the installa-
tion level in 1975. Five of the nine unit organizations did
not keep records of fuel receipts and issues. Also, only
four of the nine units secured their storage tanks and dis-
pensing equipment with locks. None of the nine units took
physical inventories.

Two units had noted signs of possible recent pilferage
but, due to lack of records, were unable to determine the
quantities lost. For example, at the largest unit organiza-
tion (Aerospace Group Equipment Shop Maintenance Division),
recorded issues of 143,727 gallons during January through
May 1976 exceeded receipts by 13,000 gallons after taking
into consideration an estimated maximum beginning inventory
balance of 2,400 gallons. This was partly attributable to
significant inaccuracies in recordkeeping. Also, pilferage
was indicated by excessive equipment fuel consumption rates.
According to unit refueling records, a generator used 33 gal-
lons in 1 hour of operation even though its normal hourly
fuel consumption was 6 gallons.
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Likewise, according to unit refueling records power-
generated ramp lights operated 5 hours consumed 28 gallons,
even though the normal 5-hour fuel consumption rate for this
equipment was 7.5 gallons. Finally, fuel issue records
showed that inoperable equipment undergoing maintenance at
a contractor's plant was issued gasoline by the unit's mobile
refueling truck.

CORPUS CHRISTI
NAVAL AIR STATION

Bulk transfers of ground vehicle fuel to the nine unit
organizations visited accounted for 91,00u gallons, or about
25 percent of the total volume of such fuel dispensed at the
installation level in calendar year 1975. Five of the nine
units did not keep records of fuel transactions, four did
not secure their storage tanks and dispensing equipment with
locks, and eight units did not take physical inventories.

Our audit revealed relatively large undetected shortages
at two units that did maintain fuel transaction records. The
Naval Air Station Fire Department Cabaniss Field location had
a shortage of 2,443 gallons, or 46 percent of the gasoline
received during the year. This had gone undetected before
our visit and officials could not explain it. They indicated
that pilferage was a possibility, since different personnel
were on duty eacLh weekend and the storage tank top hatch was
not locked.

During the 6-monch period ending June 30, 1976, the
Naval Air Station installation fuel-dispensing activity
charged the Corpus Christi Army Depot for 30,831 gallons of
gasoline delivered from bulk storage to a contractor-operated
refueling truck. However, the depot's fuel records for the
same period showed that only 27,717 gallons were dei.vered
to its equipment by the contractor-operated refueling truck.
The remaining 3,114 gallons, or 10.1 percent of the quantity
for which the unit was billed, could not be accounted for.
Unit personnel were not previously aware of nor could they
explain the shortage. One opening on the -ontractor-operated
refueling truck was not locked during nonoperating hours.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMFNDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The increasing petroleum cost ara scarcity reportedworldwide makes it imperative that the nmlitary serviceseffectively protect, conserve, and account for fuel supplies.

Proper control and accountability werte ot exercised overmillions of gallons of ground vehicle fuel 'he Navy activi-ties audited. As a result substantial unst cted issues,shortages, and thefts occurred and went unaffected for pro-longed periods.

The Navy's poor petroleum management existed becauseeffective procedures for controlling and accounting forground vehicle fuel at the installation and unit level werelacking. Serious procedural weaknesses found in the Navy'smanagement of ground vehicle fuel, combined with our earlierfindings concerning shortcomings in the Army's management,corroborate the need for establishing and implementing uni-form Defense guidelines for petroleum management.

In contrast to the Arm,, and Navy, the Air Force hasissued uniform, detailed guidance for petroleum managementto both its installation and unit level fuel storage and dis-pensing activities. These guidelines, when properly imple-mented, provided effective control over and accounting forground vehicle fuel. Although these procedures were followedat the audited Air Force installations, they frequently werenot followed by the audited Air Force units.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense e kablishand implement uniform management guidelines to co..zrol andaccount for ground vehicle fuel at the installation and unitlevels in the military departments. We suggest that theseguidelines be patterned after Air Force guidelines. Forapplication at the installatioL level, the guidelines should'include, but not be limited to, the following provisions:

--Separation of responsibilities for physical controland recordkeeping.

--Verification and certification of fuel receipts bytrained fuel custodians.
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-- Establishment of installation entry and exit
controls for commercial and military fuel tank
trucks.

--Daily accountability for fuel receipts, issues,
balances, and gains and losses by individual bulk
storage tanks, service stations, and mobile refuel-
ing unite.

--Daily physical inventories and comparison of issues
per totalizer meters with fuel issue documents.

--Monthly or more frequent reconciliations by a desig-
nated accountable petroleum officer of physical in-
ventory counts with beginning inventory balances,
receipts, issues, and ending balances.

--Periodic reporting of fuel gains or losses, and their
causes, to management officials other than those re-
sponsible for custody or accounting.

-- Reter.tion of fuel transaction records and supporting
documentation for audit purposes for at least 2 years.

-- Annual or more frequent pressure testing of storage
tanks for leaks.

-- Annual or more frequent calibration testing of the
accuracy of fuel-measuring devices and fuel-dispensing
meters.

The uniform guidelines for application at units which
receive, store, and issue petroleum products should include
as a minimum the following provisions:

--Maintenance of fuel receipt and issue records.

--Verification and certification of the accuracy of
fuel receipts.

-- Physical inventories of onhand fuel quantities and
comparison and reconciliation with recorded %alances
at least monthly.

-- Establishment and enforcement of security safeguards
to assure that storage tank openings and dispensing
equipment outlets are properly secured during non-
operating hours.
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We also recommend that the Air Force be directed toreeml:asize to its unit fuel storage and dispensing activi-
ties the importance of effective implementation of estab-lished procedures for controlling and accounting for groundvehicle fuel. Also, we recommend that compliance by AirForce units with established petroleum management procedures
be monitored by appropriate Air Force audit and inspectionteams.
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CHAPTER 5

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed ground fuel management in the Air Force andNavy to ascertain whether procedures and practices at in-lividual installations were adequate to properly control andaccount for petroleum products. Also, we visited unit organi-zations with bulk storage facilities to evaluate practices
used to control petroleum at that level.

Our fieldwork was performed during May through October1976 at the base fuels office of nine Air Force and Navy
installations, as well as at the following 18 unit organiza-tions with bulk storage facilities:

Installations:
Hickam Air Force Base, Honolulu, Hawaii
Travis Air Force Base, Fairfield, California
Langley Air Force Base, Langley, Virginia
Kelly Air Force Base, San Antonio, TexasU.S. Naval base, Su;ic Bay, Philippines
Naval Public Works Center, Norfolk, Virginia
Naval Supply Depot, Subic Bay, Philippines
Naval Air Station, Alameda, California
Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, TexasUnit organizations:
Kelly Air Force Base:

Fire Department, Bldg. 371
433d Tactical Airlift Wing
AGE Shop Maintenance Division
MAG, PAA Shop
AFCD, 6960 CE squadron
Office of Special Investigation, District 10-6,Det. 1016
Transient Alert Branch, 2851 Air Base GroupDetachment 40, Medina Base
base Civil Engineer

Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi:
NAS Fire Department, Cabaniss Field
NAS Fire Department, Valdron Field
Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Division
Navy Air Training Squadron VT-28 Ranger 56Navy Air Training Squadron VT-31 Ranger 47Special Services, NAS Bldg. 1757
Correctional Centers, Bldg. 32
Corpus Christi Army Depot
U.S. Army Reserve Center
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At the conclusion of our fieldwork, we held exit con-
ferences with responsible officials of each audited activity.
We also briefed officials from the Department of Defense and
Departments of the Air Force and Navy on our findings and
co:clusions.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

ANNUAL GROUND FUEL CONbUNPTION

AT ACTIVITIES REVIEWED

Consumption in gallons
Activity (note a)

Naval Public Works Center,
Norfolk, Virginia 2,327,978

Naval Public Works Center,
Subic B&y, Philippines 1,084,000

Naval Supply Depot,
Subic Bay, Philippines 1,523,658

Naval Air Station,
Alameda, California 2,433,242

Naval Air Station,
Corpus Christi, Texas 406,684

Langley Air Force Base,
Langley, Virginia 704,260

Travis Air Force Base,
Fairfield, California 1,374,140

Hickam Air Force Base,
Honolulu, Hawaii 1,094,128

Kelly Air Force Base,
San Antonio, Texas 1,429,364

18 Air Force and Navy units 523,932

Total 12,901,386

a/Consumption for the Norfolk Public Works Center is for
fiscal year 1976. Data for other activities is for
calendar year 1975.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

UNSUPPORTED ISSUES AND

UNALLOWABLE LOSSES

Unsupported Unallowable
issues issues

(gallons) (gallons)
PWC Subic Bay - 11/75 - 7/76 11,311 68,840

PWC Norfolk - 7/75 - 6/76 702,990 (a)

NSD Subic Bay - 2/75 - 7/76 - 43,903

17 Air Force
and Navy
units - 7/75 - 6/76 519,732 (a)

Total 1,234,033 112,743
a/Undeterminable. Generally, records were not adequate toidentify what quantities the activity was accountable forand what quantities were on hand.
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